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Ep137 A Dark Seduction (aka The Lindermans) is out now!!Listen onApple Podcasts, Google Play
Music,Spotify, Stitcher, SoundCloud, or a number of other podcasting apps. Or check us out directly
on ourListenpage! This week, the gals return to discuss a hot topic: Unsolved Homicide. The case

involves a wealthy family with a young daughter who was found dead in the woods. There has
been no information released about her killer, but detectives have some idea who they think it is.
The case has fueled a thousand conspiracy theories, and set the internet ablaze. And pour a cold

one of Bourbon County Brand Black Jack for the next hour! Ep1 Return of the Outlaw is OUT NOW!!
Listen onApple Podcasts, Google Play Music,Spotify, Stitcher, SoundCloud, or a number of other

podcasting apps. Or check us out directly on ourListenpage! This week, the gals discuss cold cases
involving a fugitive and an ex-con. The fugitive is wanted for multiple homicides, and the ex-con is

a suspect in a murder that occurred in broad daylight. So pour yourself a perfect glass of Three
Thieves Moonshine, and tune in for the Return of the Outlaw. Ep31 Winter of My Life (aka Natural

Causes) is out now!!Listen onApple Podcasts, Google Play Music,Spotify, Stitcher, SoundCloud, or a
number of other podcasting apps. Or check us out directly on ourListenpage! This week, the gals

investigate a case involving a missing person, a death from an apparent suicide, and the
reappearance of a dead body. The case has its roots in a bitter divorce, and now the family of both

parties has secrets to be revealed.
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Ep65 Becoming Serial Killers is OUT NOW!! Listen onApple Podcasts, Google Play Music,Spotify,
Stitcher,SoundCloud, Overcast FM, Podbean, CastBox, RSS Radio, or a number of other podcatcher
apps! This week, the gals take a journey back to their teenage years and discuss becoming a killer.

Topics include an incestuous loser of an older brother, a whiny ex-girlfriend, and a school shooting that
gets a lot of headlines without actually resulting in a death. Tune in for Becoming Serial Killers! Ep64

Women In Prison is OUT NOW!!Listen onApple Podcasts, Google Play Music,Spotify,
Stitcher,SoundCloud, Overcast FM, Podbean, CastBox, RSS Radio,or a number of other podcatcher

apps! This week, the gals discuss three ladies who committed crimes as teens, a married couple who
would still be together, and a girl who was more involved with drugs than guns. Ep136 I Can Fix You

(aka Domestic violence) is out now!!Listen onApple Podcasts, Google Play Music,Spotify, Stitcher,
SoundCloud, or a number of other podcasting apps. Or check us out directly on ourListenpage! This

week, the gals investigate the murder of one of their own. The case involves vicious domestic violence,
a strange psychiatric condition, and a disturbing encounter with a lesbian murderer. But the real star of
the show is a kick-ass toy robot, and an equally awesome 80s workout video. Pour yourself a delicious
bottle of another listener favorite Cabernet Sauvignon from Willamette Valley, and tune in for I Can Fix
You. Ep32 Who Killed Megan Ames? (aka Poetic Justice) is out now!!Listen onApple Podcasts, Google
Play Music,Stitcher, SoundCloud, or a number of other podcasting apps. Or check us out directly on
ourListenpage! This week, the gals talk about serial killers, complicated homicides, and one of their
own. The case involves three young women in the throes of a horrendous divorce, a husband with a
criminal record, and the discovery of a stabbing victim in the woods. Pour yourself a perfect glass of
Lovely Meadery Naked Moon Meadery Nimble Frog Pale ale, then make sure to tune in for Who Killed

Megan Ames? 5ec8ef588b
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